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Abstract: This paper represents a bidirectional converter for the application of vehicle to grid and grid to vehicle application.
This converter can be used in the application of electric vehicle. And the results have been verified through simulation in
MATLAB. The topology can provide an energy bi-directional flow path for energy exchange between the Libattery/supercapacitor (SC) hybrid energy storage system (HESS) of the electric vehicle and the grid.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Li-batteries with high energy densities can provide enough energy during steady-state operation, the power densities of Li-batteries
are too low to meet the peak power demand [2], [3]. Combining Li-batteries and supercapacitors (SC) to form a hybrid energy storage
system (HESS) can solve the problem. The reason is that SC with higher power densities can provide the transient power required by
the load [4][5]. A converter that can convert DC and AC bidirectionally to any power system is called a bidirectional power supply. It
supports both DC and AC by mounting a bidirectional DC/DC converter and a bidirectional AC/DC converter inside.
Bidirectional DC-to-DC converter allows power flow in both forward and reverse directions. Such a converter is especially suited for
applications like electric traction because (1) It converts a fixed DC battery voltage into a higher DC voltage suitable for traction
motor. Also, the output DC voltage can be varied to control the speed of the motor.
(2) During regenerative braking (a kind of energy saving electrical braking), the kinetic energy of wheels is fed back to the battery.
During this process, motor acts as generator, converts wheel rotation into electricity and feeds it back to the battery through converter.
Bidirectional converter is also called two quadrant converter or four quadrant converters (if both voltage and current can change
directions).
II. MODELLING OF THE CONVERTER IN MATLAB
A. Figure of bidirectional converter in matlab
The Figure shown in figure 1 is of boost mode in bidirectional converter.

Figure 1. Boost mode of bidirectional converter
Figure 2 presents the buck mode in bidirectional converter given below.

Figure 2. Buck mode of bidirectional converter
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III. SIMULATION
The simulation parameters are shown in Table 1[1]. The values for the simulation have been taken from the paper [1]
Table 1. Design parameters.

A. Simulation Results from MATLAB
Figure 3 shows the simulation waveforms when the converter is operating in boost mode. The current injected into the grid is in phase
with the grid voltage to achieve a unit power factor.

Figure 3. Grid voltage and grid current during boost mode

Figure 4. Battery discharge voltage and SC voltage

Figure 5. Battery discharge current
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Figure 6 shows the main waveforms when the converter is operating in buck mode

Figure 6. Grid voltage and grid current during buck mode

Figure 7. Battery charging current

Figure 8. SC voltage
This paper presents a switching bi-directional buck-boost converter (SBBBC) for vehicles to-grid (V2G) system. The topology can
provide an energy bi-directional flow path for energy exchange between the Li-battery/supercapacitor (SC) hybrid energy storage
system (HESS) of the electric vehicle and the grid. This topology not only has buck-boost capability, but also has the function of
energy management.[1]
This paper proposes a switching bi-directional buck-boost converter (SBBBC) and its appropriate control strategy, which is used in
the HESS for vehicles-to-grid (V2G) system. The converter allows shoot-through of two switches of any phase, with antielectromagnetic interference capability. Meanwhile, since there are three switches in the DC side, the SC and Li-battery can fulfil bidirectional power flow.[1]
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IV. CONCLUSION
This paper puts forward a bidirectional converter which can be used in the application related to electric vehicle. It can be used for
flow in both sides mainly vehicle to grid and grid to vehicle application. It can also operate under boost mode and buck mode
conditions. The value for this simulation has been taken from reference [1]. And finally with the help of MATLAB the simulation is
done for the converter and the results has been shown in the paper.
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